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OTP Bank PLC

Ratings Score Snapshot

Credit Highlights

Global Scale Ratings

Issuer Credit Rating

BBB/Stable/A-2

Resolution Counterparty Rating

BBB/--/A-2

Key strengths Key risks

Leading market position in Hungary and strong franchise in several central,

eastern, and southeastern European countries (CESEE).

Exposure to Russia and Ukraine with potential negative

second-round effects in neighboring countries of operation.

Sound risk-adjusted margins in core markets with a diversified loan

portfolio.

Extraordinary government intervention in the banking system will

affect revenue in 2022 and 2023.

Substantial digitalization efforts with noteworthy digital franchise. Large holdings of home-sovereign debt securities and extraordinary

tax burden.

OTP Bank PLC (OTP)'s business position will remain a strength compared to most peers despite the ongoing

Russia-Ukraine conflict. OTP has maintained its strong customer franchise and leading market position during the

conflict and through 2021, despite its Ukraine and Russia businesses being important profit contributors in the past.

Strong pricing power, expertise in operations in developing countries, and high geographical revenue diversification

support the business profile. OTP's earnings metrics remained strong, in our view, demonstrated by a return on equity

(ROE) of 18.5% in 2021, which is above average for many banks in western and central Europe. However, we believe

that operating conditions will remain challenging for the bank this year, given Russia's military intervention in Ukraine,

and expect a lower ROE for 2022.

We expect the bank's asset quality in Ukraine to significantly deteriorate, with a possible moderate reduction in

capitalization. Together with the build-up of sizeable loan loss provisions in Ukraine and Russia, we expect a severe

deterioration of its asset quality, following an expected material economic contraction. Under our base case, we
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anticipate that an economic downturn in both countries and the effects of sanctions in Russia will lead to rising

nonperforming loans (NPLs) and much weaker profitability, as already demonstrated in first-quarter 2022. At the same

time, we expect that OTP will absorb these costs via its earnings from other markets.

We remain mindful of downside risks and potential second-round effects for OTP's operations. There are also

downside risks to our base case for the Russian operations whether from asset quality or, in an extreme scenario, a

situation where OTP is forced to close or walk away from its subsidiary, leading to increased write-offs and a

significant alteration to its geographical footprint. We will also look for signs of slowing business or asset quality

deterioration in countries neighboring the conflict in which OTP is active such as Moldova, Hungary, Romania, and

Bulgaria. At the same time, OTP will be subject to an extraordinary windfall tax by the Hungarian government,

potentially slashing profits in 2022 and 2023.

S&P Global Ratings acknowledges a high degree of uncertainty about the extent, outcome, and consequences of the

military conflict between Russia and Ukraine.

Irrespective of the duration of military hostilities, sanctions and related political risks are likely to remain in place for

some time. Potential effects could include dislocated commodities markets--notably for oil and gas--supply chain

disruptions, inflationary pressures, weaker growth, and capital market volatility. As the situation evolves, we will

update our assumptions and estimates accordingly. See our macroeconomic and credit updates here: Russia-Ukraine

Macro, Market, & Credit Risks. Note that the timing of publication for rating decisions on European issuers is subject

to European regulatory requirements.

Outlook

The stable outlook on OTP reflects our view that over the next 12-24 months the bank will withstand the fallout

from the escalating Russia-Ukraine conflict given its otherwise good earnings generation across broader central

and eastern Europe, and its solid funding. At the same time, we expect that the group will ensure sufficient

capitalization in case of further acquisitions and increasing credit losses.

Downside scenario

We could downgrade OTP if we take a similar rating action on Hungary or if we see a material deterioration in the

bank's stand-alone creditworthiness. This could follow potential negative developments, including a substantial

loss of its equity investments in Russia or Ukraine, or credit losses that far exceed our current projections,

particularly if there are spillover effects on its wider markets. Such effects could weaken its asset quality and/or

reduce capitalization well beyond our base case. In addition, we remain mindful that OTP has been acquisitive in

recent years and that further acquisitions, particularly in higher risk countries, could increase its risk profile and

lower its capitalization.

Upside scenario

An upgrade is currently highly unlikely because it would need to be preceded by a similar rating action on Hungary

and would also require a strengthening of OTP's creditworthiness.
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Key Metrics

OTP Bank PLC--Key Ratios And Forecasts

--Fiscal year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020a 2021a 2022f 2023f 2024f

Growth in operating revenue 3.7 9.6 8.8-9.8 6.9-7.6 6.2-6.9

Growth in customer loans 11.0 15.8 9.4-11.4 6.3-7.7 6.8-8.3

Growth in total assets 16.0 18.1 8.7-10.6 6.5-8.0 6.9-8.4

Net interest income/average earning assets (NIM) 4.1 3.9 3.7-4.1 3.7-4.1 3.8-4.2

Cost to income ratio 58.1 55.3 51.6-54.2 50.3-52.9 49.4-51.9

Return on average common equity 10.5 16.4 10.0-11.1 14.0-15.5 14.1-15.6

Return on assets 1.2 1.8 1.1-1.3 1.5-1.8 1.6-1.9

New loan loss provisions/average customer loans 1.6 0.3 1.5-1.7 0.8-0.9 0.7-0.8

Gross nonperforming assets/customer loans 5.7 5.3 5.7-6.3 5.8-6.4 5.7-6.3

Risk-adjusted capital ratio 7.4 8.8 8.4-8.4 9.2-9.2 9.3-9.3

All figures are S&P Global Ratings-adjusted. a--Actual. f--Forecast. NIM--Net interest margin.

Anchor: 'bbb-' Reflecting OTP's Diversified Profile And Exposure In High
Economic Risk Countries

Our bank criteria use our Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment (BICRA) economic risk and industry risk scores

to determine a bank's anchor, the starting point in assigning an issuer credit rating. Our anchor for a commercial bank

operating mainly in Hungary is 'bbb-', based on an economic risk score of '6' and an industry risk score of '5'.

We take OTP's international exposure into account when analyzing its economic risks. OTP has about 55% of its

operations outside its home market of Hungary, including subsidiaries in Bulgaria, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, Romania,

Ukraine, Russia, Montenegro, Albania, and Moldova. Our assessment of the weighted economic risks of exposure at

default of customer loans in those countries (rounded average of '6') and our industry risk assessment for Hungary lead

to OTP's 'bbb-' starting point for our ratings, which is in line with that for a purely domestic bank.

We anticipate the share of foreign lending will increase slightly over the medium term. OTP's domestic growth is

unlikely to fully balance out potential larger-scale acquisitions, provided that its footprints in Ukraine and Russia are

not materially altered.

Business Position: Market Leader In Hungary With A Strong And Diversified
Foreign Franchise

In our view, OTP's business position will remain a strength, compared to most peers. We look for relativities with

leading banks in countries like Italy, Spain, Poland, or Slovenia, which have similar industry risk.

OTP has maintained its strong customer franchise and leading market position during the Russia-Ukraine conflict and
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through 2021. Strong pricing power, expertise in operations in developing countries, and high geographical revenue

diversification have supported the bank's resilience. In our view, OTP's strong income generation capacity acts as a

first buffer against higher credit risk costs, as proven in 2020 during the peak of COVID-19.

OTP has a diversified loan book by regions and segments. Its broad mix of business activity and limited concentration

risks strengthen its revenue predictability and business volume continuity. OTP has a leading position in the Hungarian

market with about 34% of the retail loan market and 39% of household deposits. In 2021, the foreign contribution to

the group's consolidated net profit was 55% of the total, coming mainly from seven foreign markets. In first-quarter

2022, contributions from Russia and Ukraine were negative due to extraordinary credit provisions with the five

remaining markets posting positive results.

Chart 1

OTP posted a negative ROE of 4.6% in first-quarter 2022 due to its loan loss provisions in Ukraine and Russia. In our

view, the bank's remaining operations (excluding Russia and Ukraine) remain sound with an ROE of 23.4% and, in our

base case, we expect it will return to net profit in second-quarter 2022.

In our view, the group's management team has sufficient capacity, skillsets, and experience to govern this large,

multinational group. We expect OTP's management to continue to meet its profitability targets.
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During 2021, OTP acquired Alpha Bank (Albania) and Nova KBM (Slovenia), with the transactions expected to be

completed by end-second-quarter 2022. In addition, on Sept. 29, 2021, OTP signed a nonbinding memorandum of

agreement regarding the potential acquisition of a majority stake in Ipoteka Bank (Uzbekistan). However, in the wake

of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, the bank put its efforts to reach an agreement with the Uzbekistani government on hold.

Despite the positive track record, we note acquisition-related execution and integration risks.

Chart 2

In our view, OTP maintains a competitive edge with its advanced digital capacities. Due to its numerous digital

solutions and strong digital franchise, we consider the bank better prepared for the ongoing shift in customer

preferences compared to many peers. OTP Lab serves as OTP's in-house innovation hub and a point of cooperation

with external networks. Still, the standardization of processes and digital solutions in all subsidiaries should remain a

focus of OTP's management.

Capital And Earnings: Strong Earnings Retention And A Lower Dividend
Supported Capitalization In 2021

OTP's risk-adjusted capital (RAC) ratio stood at 8.8% at year-end 2021, increasing from 7.4% at year-end 2020,

supported by lower dividends, the sale of treasury shares totaling Hungarian forint (HUF) 198 billion and strong
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retained earnings. OTP announced a dividend of only HUF1 billion for 2021, attributed to the uncertainty of the

ongoing conflict and its cautious risk policy.

OTP's consolidated Basel III regulatory common equity tier 1 (CET1) capital ratio improved to 17.5% at Dec. 31, 2021

(15.4% at Dec. 31, 2020), comfortably above the minimum regulatory requirement of 7.9%. Along with lower dividends

and its sale of treasury shares, the ratio also benefitted from lower market risk.

OTP's loan book in Russia and Ukraine is biased toward retail customers, with some corporate exposures. Under our

base case, we do not anticipate that significant new loan loss provisions will be required after the initial booking in

first-quarter 2022. We expect that OTP will absorb these costs via its earnings from other markets and given its

comparably strong performance in 2021. In our view, this will lead to satisfactory capitalization, with its S&P Global

Ratings RAC ratio likely to be above 8% through year-end 2024.

Chart 3

Our assessment also takes into account OTP's good earnings quality, reflected in its strong margins, low share of

market sensitive income, and good geographical diversity. The earnings buffer measures the capacity for a bank's

earnings to cover its normalized credit losses; we project OTP's will remain stronger than the peer average (year-end

2021: 0.92% of S&P Global Ratings' risk-weighted assets).
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Chart 4

Risk Position: Exposure To Russia And Ukraine And Neighboring Countries
Creates Tail Risks To Our Capital And Earnings Forecast

We assess OTP's risk profile as weaker compared to peer banks operating in countries with similar economic risk. In

our view, the downside risk in Ukraine and Russia as well as neighboring countries like Moldova, Romania, and

Bulgaria is material, also exacerbated by possible further sanction packages from the EU.

OTP's operations in Russia and Ukraine, demonstrating riskier business models and sub-par asset quality compared to

the rest of the group, are meaningful in a group context. They each accounted for about 8% of group earnings in 2021,

and 4% of group net loans. Due to their strong deposit franchise, both subsidiaries are mostly funded in the local

market, not from OTP.

Despite the increased risks, the bank's risk profile continues to be supported by its large mortgage portfolio, prudent

loan-to-value distribution, and good coverage of impaired assets by provisions--all of which indicates that its risk

profile would likely remain relatively robust in a moderate downturn. Regulatory limitations on certain customer loan

metrics contribute positively to asset quality. Moreover, in our view, the recent extraordinary expansion of the loan

book does not alter its overall portfolio risk.
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At Dec. 31, 2021, 37% of OTP's total gross customer loans were to corporates, 26% were residential mortgage loans,

and 25% were directed to consumers, with the remainder split largely between small and midsize enterprise loans and

auto loans and leasing. The mortgage loan book is adequately collateralized, in our view. It has an average

loan-to-value ratio of roughly 60% and the overall loan book does not show significant single-name concentrations.

Chart 5

NPLs (loans past due by at least 90 days) reduced to 3.2% in first-quarter 2022, compared with 3.8% at Dec. 31, 2020,

and stage 3 loans reduced to 5.2% compared with 3.8%. We expect both ratios to increase once the actual effects from

the Ukrainian moratorium and Russian sanctions come into effect, leading to lower repayment rates or actual physical

destruction of assets.

Further risks result from the group's holding of Russian government bonds. In first-quarter 2022, HUF34.5 billion of

impairments related to Russian government bonds held by OTP Core and DSK Bank, with only limited liquidity as a

result of sanctions and increasing risk of default.

Stage 2 loans, on the other hand, remained high at 13.3% of the portfolio at March 31, 2022. The reduction in loans

under moratoria in Hungary was counterbalanced by a significant increase of stage 2 classifications in Ukraine (up

23.7% year on year) following the Ukrainian moratorium.
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OTP's coverage of stage 1 and 2 loans of 2.4% at March 31, 2022, is the strongest in the peer group. We believe that

OTP follows a more conservative provisioning policy in comparison to peers and the high coverage provides a buffer

to absorb material losses that may arise due to deterioration in the credit quality of the loan portfolio.

Market risk is limited because OTP hedges most of its foreign currency and interest rate risk. The bank provides its

subsidiaries with fixed- or floating-rate internal loans to match the repricing characteristics of their loan books, thereby

mitigating interest rate risk. It closes trading positions and adjusts the repricing structure of external debt to hedge

interest-rate risk at the group level. Investments in network banks are partly hedged against foreign exchange risk.

Funding And Liquidity: Granular, Largely Retail Funding Base And A High
Level Of Liquid Assets

We expect OTP's funding profile to remain better than the average for domestic peers over the cycle. We also believe

the bank will retain its very high liquidity buffer.

OTP witnessed a 17% year-on-year increase (foreign-exchange-adjusted) in customer deposits during first-quarter

2022, which slightly lagged the increase in lending. This resulted in a net loan-to-deposit ratio of 74% as of March 31,

2022. Our stable funding ratio also strengthened further to 140% at Dec. 31, 2021, and is well placed within the peer

group. We expect the ratio to be at similarly strong levels in the coming years as loan growth aligns more closely with

the growth in deposits. We regard OTP's strong domestic retail franchise as loyal and well-diversified.
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Chart 6

We consider that OTP's individual foreign subsidiaries have similarly strong funding profiles, as its consolidated ratios

indicate. The bank is also in a position to collect long-term funding by issuing mortgage-covered bonds via OTP

Mortgage Bank, which we assess as positive.

Our main liquidity metric--coverage of total assets by broad liquid assets--was high at 33.3x at Dec. 31, 2021. This is,

however, in part a reflection of the limited use of wholesale debt (10% of the funding base). Reflecting the limited

analytical value of this ratio for OTP, we base our liquidity assessment on other liquidity metrics and qualitative

factors.

Net broad liquid assets to short-term customer deposits was strong at 41% at Dec. 31, 2021. This metric is stronger

than those for most banks we rate, supporting our view that OTP would withstand adverse market shocks without

access to wholesale funding in the next 12 months.

Our assessment also factors in OTP's strong liquid assets, mainly cash and government bonds equivalent to about

one-third of total assets. We consider that OTP's subsidiaries are well-equipped with liquidity buffers and could

preserve a self-funded profile. That said, if OTP's subsidiaries experience a liquidity shock, we would expect liquidity

lines to be available and fungible among group members.
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Support: No Uplift For External Support

In our view, OTP has high systemic importance in Hungary. However, this does not result in any uplift to the

long-term rating on the bank because we consider the prospect of government support uncertain in Hungary, following

the implementation of the European Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD) in 2016.

Generally, we view the Hungarian resolution regime as effective because, among other factors, we believe it contains a

well-defined bail-in process. As such, we can add uplift to the rating if a bank accumulates a sufficient buffer of loss

absorbing instruments. We understand that OTP, in the unlikely scenario of nonviability, would enter a resolution as a

single point of entry at OTP's headquarters in Hungary. We estimate an additional loss absorbing capacity (ALAC)

ratio of about 1% at year-end 2021 and expect it to remain below the 3% threshold during our forecast horizon. Rating

uplift would be constrained by our view on the Hungarian sovereign.

Environmental, Social, And Governance

We see ESG factors for OTP as broadly in line with those of industry and domestic peers. With respect to the

composition of the supervisory board, the majority are independent (nonexecutive) members. The board of directors

has 11 members, while the supervisory board has six. OTP has implemented all the Budapest Stock Exchange's

recommendations for corporate governance practice.

Its shareholder structure promotes solid governance standards, in our view. All shares are free float. About one-quarter

of investors are domestic and the rest are international. There are only three investors with a more than 5% share, the

largest being the 8.57% owned by Hungarian Oil and Gas Co. Apart from a negligible (0.07%) government share, there

are no apparent state-linked entities in the shareholder structure.

However, unpredictable government policies and the potential for government involvement in the financial sector

remain a significant risk. We see the Hungarian government's intention to build a leading domestic bank as diametrical

to OTP's strategy. Also, corruption is not a negligible risk in OTP's regions of operation. Otherwise, we consider

governance and transparency in the Hungarian banking industry at least adequate and think that this is also applicable

to OTP.

OTP has a material presence in less developed European countries with weaker governance standards than Hungary's.

We will continue to monitor any potential reputational issues emerging from these countries, which could come from

nonfinancial risks like deficiencies in underwriting or compliance and know-your-customer practices. This has not
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been the case so far and we understand that OTP takes a uniform approach to oversight, group-wide.

Group Structure And Rated Subsidiaries

Core subsidiary: OTP Mortgage Bank

We equalize our ratings on OTP Mortgage Bank with those on OTP because of its integral position in the group's

strategy. Our view of its status is based on its full ownership and very close organizational and operational integration

with its parent. OTP Mortgage Bank is operated like a branch that specializes in refinancing residential mortgages

originated by OTP Bank.

We understand that OTP Mortgage Bank is key in fulfilling the group's regulatory mortgage funding adequacy ratio via

issuances of mortgage covered bonds.

OTP Mortgage Bank has a leading position in retail mortgage lending in Hungary. OTP is obliged to repurchase any

nonperforming assets of OTP Mortgage Bank at face value when a loan is more than 90 days in arrears. The capital

allocated to OTP Mortgage Bank is only moderate, which raises no major concerns for us, because we believe that

OTP Bank will support its core subsidiary under all foreseeable circumstances, if necessary.

Resolution Counterparty Ratings (RCRs)

We align our RCRs on OTP and its subsidiary, OTP Mortgage Bank, with the foreign currency sovereign rating on

Hungary (BBB/Stable/A-2). In a hypothetical sovereign stress scenario, we doubt that OTP would have sufficient

bail-in-able liabilities to absorb the effect on its capitalization. This possible lack of resilience is amplified by two

factors. First, the bank's substantial domestic sovereign securities and loan exposures would lead to a severe erosion of

equity under our standardized assumptions, likely pushing the bank into a nonviability scenario. Second, the bank's

limited historical use of capital instruments and other term debt means that the resolution authority would need to rely

heavily on a bail-in of other senior liabilities, notably corporate and other uninsured deposits, to recapitalize the bank.

Although these liabilities comprise a substantial portion of OTP's balance sheet, we are cautious about the extent to

which these deposits would be withdrawn in a stress situation, and also about the financial stability and systemic risks

that could result from bailing in these liabilities.

An RCR is a forward-looking opinion of the relative default risk of certain senior liabilities that may be protected from

default through an effective bail-in resolution process for the issuing financial institutions. RCRs apply to issuers in

jurisdictions where we assess the resolution regime to be effective and we consider the issuer likely to be subject to a

resolution that entails a bail-in if it reaches nonviability.

Key Statistics
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Table 1

OTP Bank PLC--Key Figures

--Year-ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. HUF) 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Adjusted assets 27,304,753.0 23,096,837.0 19,879,548.0 14,423,577.0 13,014,159.0

Customer loans (gross) 16,634,454.0 14,363,281.0 12,942,009.0 8,751,957.0 7,726,630.0

Adjusted common equity 2,772,609.2 2,158,270.0 2,026,493.0 1,576,050.3 1,360,905.0

Operating revenues 1,323,692.0 1,207,759.0 1,165,195.0 947,871.0 819,660.0

Noninterest expenses 732,112.0 701,467.0 654,030.0 552,033.0 483,713.0

Core earnings 469,696.5 259,642.9 406,327.7 307,476.7 249,288.1

HUF--Hungarian forint.

Table 2

OTP Bank PLC--Business Position

--Year-ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Loan market share in country of domicile 26.5 23.0 22.0 20.8 20.6

Deposit market share in country of domicile 30.5 25.4 28.5 25.7 27.6

Return on average common equity 16.4 10.5 20.3 18.4 18.4

Table 3

OTP Bank PLC--Capital And Earnings

--Year-ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Tier 1 capital ratio 17.5 15.4 13.9 16.5 15.3

S&P Global Ratings’ RAC ratio before diversification 8.8 7.4 7.7 8.1 8.5

S&P Global Ratings’ RAC ratio after diversification 7.8 6.5 6.9 7.1 7.5

Adjusted common equity/total adjusted capital 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Net interest income/operating revenues 66.1 64.8 59.8 65.9 67.6

Fee income/operating revenues 33.4 32.9 35.5 29.3 31.9

Market-sensitive income/operating revenues 0.2 3.0 4.6 5.0 3.4

Cost to income ratio 55.3 58.1 56.1 58.2 59.0

Preprovision operating income/average assets 2.3 2.3 2.9 2.8 2.7

Core earnings/average managed assets 1.8 1.2 2.3 2.2 2.0

RAC--Risk-adjusted capital.

Table 4

OTP Bank PLC--Risk Position

--Year-ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Growth in customer loans 15.8 11.0 47.9 13.3 16.4

Total diversification adjustment/S&P Global Ratings’ RWA before diversification 13.3 13.1 12.1 13.0 13.3

Total managed assets/adjusted common equity (x) 9.9 10.8 9.9 9.3 9.7

New loan loss provisions/average customer loans 0.3 1.6 0.5 0.5 0.5
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Table 4

OTP Bank PLC--Risk Position (cont.)

--Year-ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Net charge-offs/average customer loans 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.1

Gross nonperforming assets/customer loans + other real estate owned 5.3 5.7 5.9 9.0 9.5

Loan loss reserves/gross nonperforming assets 101.4 101.8 90.6 87.2 100.2

RWA--Risk-weighted assets.

Table 5

OTP Bank PLC--Funding And Liquidity

--Year-ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Core deposits/funding base 89.6 89.4 88.8 92.7 92.8

Customer loans (net)/customer deposits 74.7 75.6 80.7 71.5 68.3

Long-term funding ratio 97.5 97.5 96.0 98.3 98.3

Stable funding ratio 140.8 138.7 130.2 137.7 148.5

Short-term wholesale funding/funding base 2.7 2.8 4.5 1.9 2.0

Broad liquid assets/short-term wholesale funding (x) 14.2 13.7 7.5 21.0 22.0

Broad liquid assets/total assets 33.3 32.3 29.0 33.3 36.1

Broad liquid assets/customer deposits 43.6 42.1 38.4 43.1 46.6

Net broad liquid assets/short-term customer deposits 41.4 40.2 37.0 42.4 46.0

Short-term wholesale funding/total wholesale funding 26.3 25.9 40.7 26.1 27.2

Narrow liquid assets/3-month wholesale funding (x) 19.7 33.9 8.4 26.6 30.1

Related Criteria

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | General: Financial Institutions Rating Methodology, Dec. 9, 2021

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | Banks: Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment Methodology And

Assumptions, Dec. 9, 2021

• General Criteria: Environmental, Social, And Governance Principles In Credit Ratings, Oct. 10, 2021

• General Criteria: Group Rating Methodology, July 1, 2019

• General Criteria: Hybrid Capital: Methodology And Assumptions, July 1, 2019

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | General: Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework Methodology, July 20, 2017

• General Criteria: Methodology For Linking Long-Term And Short-Term Ratings, April 7, 2017

• General Criteria: Ratings Above The Sovereign--Corporate And Government Ratings: Methodology And

Assumptions, Nov. 19, 2013

• General Criteria: Principles Of Credit Ratings, Feb. 16, 2011
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24-Jul-2017 BBB-/Stable/A-3

21-Jul-2016 BB+/Stable/B

27-Jan-2020 Local Currency BBB/Stable/A-2

24-Jul-2017 BBB-/Stable/A-3

21-Jul-2016 BB+/Stable/B

Sovereign Rating

Hungary BBB/Stable/A-2

Related Entities

OTP Mortgage Bank

Issuer Credit Rating BBB/Stable/A-2

Resolution Counterparty Rating BBB/--/A-2

*Unless otherwise noted, all ratings in this report are global scale ratings. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on the global scale are comparable

across countries. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on a national scale are relative to obligors or obligations within that specific country. Issue and

debt ratings could include debt guaranteed by another entity, and rated debt that an entity guarantees.
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